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About the Project

Production Struggles

Signal Hound builds affordable, high-performing RF spectrum analyzers and signal gen-
erators.

In 2018, The team at Signal Hound was working on a 20G Spectrum Analyzer, the 
SM200A, and they were struggling dreadfully to find a series of manufacturing partners 
that could help them get the product finished and into the market.

Bruce Devine, CEO of Signal Hound, and his team were battling severe production de-
lays when they found Modus. At the time, they were using separate partners for machin-
ing the housing for the analyzer, plating the housing and applying form-in-place (FIP) 
gaskets.

For months they had been trying to work out issues between plating and the application 
of FIP that was making it impossible for the FIP to adhere to the housing according to 
their design specifications. 

Unable to determine if the problem was with the percentages of phosphorus in the plat-
ing or with the chosen FIP material and its ability to adhere, they spent months trying 
to troubleshoot between two separate suppliers, and it was beginning to look like they 
would never get the product off the ground.

“We were absolutely tortured trying to figure out how to get 
the FIP to adhere to the housing. We had invested years of 

R&D and a significant amount of money in the product, only 
to have parts sitting on the shelf until we could 

solve the FIP problem.”

Bruce Devine, CEO, 
Signal Hound
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Finding a Solution

Then Bruce and the team found something they didn’t even realize existed: the SigShield™ 
process at Modus.

SigShield turns the traditional RF shield production and procurement process on its head. 
As a vertically integrated partner, Modus was able to provide Signal Hound every manu-
facturing process they needed to complete the RF shield for the analyzer under one roof.

We were able to do the machining of the housing, apply platings and coatings, dispense 
the FIP gaskets, and use CNC cutting to prepare absorber materials. We were able to cut 
the absorbers to fit into more than 30 cavities and then assemble them into the final part, 
providing a further degree of efficiency for the Signal Hound team. Because the entire 
process is consolidated under one roof, we were able to immediately solve the issues with 
FIP adherence and get production up and running again.
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“We are now working on the next Spectrum Analyzer in the 
product series, and it is so great to be working directly with 

Modus early in the design process. It is helping us to head 
off production delays and reduce overall production costs 

from the beginning.”

Bruce Devine, CEO, 
Signal Hound
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Bruce Devine, CEO,
Signal Hound

Additional Benefits

Not only did Modus help solve an acute pain point, but the team at Signal Hound also en-
joys many of the other benefits of doing business with a partner they can trust. 

They simply get to order a part and wait for it to arrive in finished condition. It has allowed 
them to move faster, and reduce their internal efforts to produce their products.

Additionally, Bruce and the team at Signal Hound enjoy a true partnership with Modus, 
and view them as a partner rather than a supplier. 

Spends less on shipping parts between vendors
Has tighter control over quality
Spends less time coordinating between suppliers

BECAUSE OF THE VERTICAL INTEGRATION ACROSS ALL MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 

REQUIRED TO GET THEIR ANALYZERS MARKET-READY, THE SIGNAL HOUND TEAM:
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“The Modus team works with us on every design to get 
everything right and bring up things we never would have 

thought about. The relationship helps take our products to 
new heights.”
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Bruce Devine, CEO,
Signal Hound

Additional Benefits
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“You can see Modus’ dedication to quality all the way 
down to the packaging they use to send our finished parts. 

Everything they do speaks to how much they care about 
delivering something perfect.”

And last but not least, Signal Hound chooses to continue to come back to Modus because 
of their dedication to quality.
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REQUEST A QUOTE TODAY.

Engineering Problems 
Solved on the Spot.
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